
Innovative Educational Models 
Eligible for Matching Grants

Models Available to Scale and Implement in 
Jewish Day Schools 

Personalizing Sacred Texts:
Workshop-Based Beit Midrash developed by Oakland Hebrew Day School 
Students learn Jewish texts through self-directed study and individualized learning portfolios.  

Making Meaning: Inquiry Beit Midrash  developed by JEIC HaKaveret Design Team Members: 
Tikvah Wiener, Rina Hoffman, and Michal Smart 
Students follow their passions as they develop an individualized course of Torah study for 
themselves with the guidance of a Jewish Studies advisor. 

The Masora Program developed by Bi-Cultural Day School (now Bi-Cultural Hebrew Academy) 
Students choose to engage deeply in selected texts or to learn topically using “Big Ideas” as 
starting points. 

Scholars Forum developed by Milton Gottesman Jewish Day School of the Nation’s Capital 
This year-long, multi-disciplinary course provides students with the opportunity to examine 
contemporary topics under the guidance of local experts and thought-leaders and delve into 
related Jewish texts and explorations of Jewish values. 

Jewish Literature and Jewish Identity Course developed by Shalhevet High School 
Students encounter questions and reflections on Jewish identity that are not taught or found in 
the classic, more narrow “Torah” tradition, to which they readily relate as Jews living in 21st 
century America. 

Lamplighter Talmud  developed by Lamplighters Yeshivah 
Middle and high school students explore Gemara text by anticipating questions of the Rishonim 
(Rabbis from 1000-1300) and seeking Halachic processes. 

Torah Lishma developed by JEIC HaKaveret Design Team Members: Dr. Noam Weissman and 
Dr. Eliezer Jones 
Schools develop a student-centered learning program, which enables them to tap into 
motivation through intrinsic engines rather than extrinsic rewards. 

(over, please) 

Visit Jewish Education Innovation Challenge at JewishChallenge.org. 

http://www.jewishchallenge.org/
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Cultivating Positive Tefillah Experiences: 
Tefillah Re-imagined developed by Manhattan Day School 
Each student creates a personalized digital siddur in weekly consultation with a faculty 
member. 
 
Masorah Tefillah Project developed by Bi-Cultural Hebrew Academy 
Teachers serve as a “prayer guides” in a small, warm classroom setting. Eight big idea units 
such as "God and Me" and "Israel in our Prayers" form the cornerstone for daily lessons taught 
each morning before commencing with regular prayer. 
 

Creating Systemic Innovations: 
Lilmod U’l’lameid: Teacher Torah Collaboratory developed by Fuchs Mizrachi School 
Through an intensive, collaborative summer professional development experience, teachers 
develop innovative content and instructional approaches to teaching Torah.  

 
R&D Department developed by Akiba-Schechter Jewish Day School 
New Jewish educational programs, models, and ideas are thoughtfully studied, tested, 
implemented, and sustained through the work of a research and development department. 
 
Raising A Global Citizen: Implementing the IB Framework into the Jewish Day School developed 
by Solomon Schechter Day School of Bergen County 
Students learn both Judaic and General Studies through the accredited International 
Baccalaureate (IB) Program. 
 
JDS for All developed by JEIC HaKaveret Design Team Members: Jeffrey Kiderman and Ruchel 
Green 
Students not enrolled in a day school spend a few hours after school each day gaining 
substantive knowledge in Judaic Studies by experiencing the unique atmosphere of a Jewish 
day school community. 
 

Shaping New Approaches to Israel Education: 
Rethinking Israel Education for the 21st Century developed by Solomon Schechter School of 
Manhattan 
Students come to their own conclusions about their relationship with Israel so that they can 
engage with complex situations and varied perspectives -- especially when they encounter 
people and ideas that are different from their own. 

Elevate Jewish learning in your day school by implementing an innovative educational model. 
Contact Sharon Freundel, managing director, at sharon@jewishchallenge.org for more details. 

Visit Jewish Education Innovation Challenge at JewishChallenge.org. 
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